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Abstract: Today, because of computing system complexity, it is required to trace application
executions to understand their behavior. Visualization techniques provide some help in representing
their content, but their scalability is limited both because of human perception and bounded screen
resolution. To solve this issue, we propose a visualization based on time aggregation that provides
a concise overview of a trace whatever its size. The level of details in this visualization can be
configurable by users who can adjust the compromise between concision (gain from aggregation)
and information loss. They can then refine their analysis by zooming in an interesting part and
choosing a less aggregated overview for this interesting part. This visualization is implemented in
our tool, Ocelotl, which enables users to interact with this visualization by changing the selected
time interval and its aggregation settings dynamically. The results presented in this paper show
that the technique can help users correctly identify anomalies in very large trace files composed of
up to forty million events.
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A Trace Macroscopic Description based on Time
Aggregation
Résumé : De nos jours, à cause de la complexité des systèmes actuels, les analystes utilisent
le traçage pour comprendre le comportement des programmes. Les techniques de visualisation
aident à représenter le contenu de ces traces, mais le passage à l’échelle est limité par la per-
ception humaine des données affichées ainsi que par la résolution des écrans. Dans le but de
résoudre ce problème, nous proposons une technique de visualisation faisant appel à une algo-
rithme d’agrégation, fournissant un aperçu du contenu de la trace quelle que soit sa taille. Le
niveau de détail peut être ajusté par l’utilisateur, grâce à un compromis entre la réduction de
complexité de la représentation (gain dû à l’agrégation) et la perte d’information. L’utilisateur
peut ensuite raffiner l’analyse en zoomant sur des parties intéressantes de la trace et en diminuant
l’intensité de l’agrégation. Cette technique est implémentée dans notre outil, Ocelotl, qui permet
à l’utilisateur d’interagir avec la visualisation en changeant les bornes de temps et les paramètres
de l’agrégation de manière dynamique. Les résultats présentés dans ce rapport montrent que
notre contribution aide les utilisateurs à identifier des anomalies dans des traces contenant jusqu’à
quarante millions d’événements.
Mots-clés : Visualisation de trace, analyse de trace, agrégation temporelle, systèmes paral-
lèles, systèmes embarqués, théorie de l’information, calcul scientifique, application multimédia,
débogage, optimisation
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1 Introduction
Figure 1: Ocelotl analysis tool overview: the graph shows the detected application phases and
highlights a perturbation at 1.5 ·1010 ns; information and complexity curves help to decide about
the aggregation compromise (bottom right)
Nowadays, computer systems are made of increasingly complex hardware and software com-
ponents. Their hardware architectures are possibly multicore, heterogeneous and distributed.
Their software stack is composed of numerous layers including, for example, middleware to ab-
stract the platform. In this context, application debugging and performance optimization become
tremendously difficult tasks.
By tracing the application, the analyst gathers low-level information about its execution
(function calls, threads or processes execution states, interruptions, CPU load, memory utiliza-
tion, hardware counters). In debugging scenarii, the objective is to find what is the cause of
a perturbation or an undesirable behavior. Whereas in performance optimization, the analyst
looks for bottlenecks as well as inefficient algorithms in parts of the implementation.
Because of trace size, which can reach several gigabytes, and the amount of data contained
within, up to several millions of events, analysts frequently use compact representation techniques
to inspect trace contents. Both statistics and visualizations, temporal or structural, enable them
to analyze trace behavior from various angles: from global information to detailed causality
relations or application structure.
The problem is that existing solutions handle with difficulty large data sets and their outputs
suffer from a lack of scalability. This is particularly present in those related to time and structural
aspects. This phenomenon becomes visible with aliasing artifacts and cluttered representations
when too much information is displayed on the screen, as depicted by a KPTrace [1] visualization
presented in Figure 2. Indeed, there is no data treatment in this tool to reduce trace complexity
before rendering it. Schnorr & al. [2] already noticed this issue. Some tools, such as Pajé [3] or
LTTng Eclipse Viewer [4] (Figure 3) try to propose a visual aggregation, but without control on
the information loss. When this loss is too high, the visualization does not give insights about
the application behavior.
The problem of visualization scalability is particularly complicated to address. Even if statis-
tics are often employed, the lack of time and space dimensions makes the link with other rep-
resentations difficult. According to Shneiderman’s methodology [5], analysis using visualization
should be composed of successive steps: “overview, zoom and filter, then details on demand”.
Nevertheless, we consider that the first one is neglected by most analysis tools in the trace
visualization domain since they do not provide a sufficiently satisfying overview to apply this
methodology.
Inria
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Figure 2: Example of KPTrace Gantt chart [1] showing typical time dimension scalability issues.
On the top, the small time scale enables to represent correctly the events. On the bottom, the
zoom out provides a larger time interval, but the representation is completely cluttered.
Figure 3: The LTTng Eclipse Viewer [4] uses visual aggregation to avoid aliasing artifacts.
However, only states that last long are easy to perceive, and an important part of the information
is lost because of the aggregation
To solve this overview problem at scale, we propose an innovative technique based on time
aggregation, which represents trace behavior over time with simple colored rectangles. This visu-
alization summarizes an execution trace by highlighting times at which the application behavior
changes. This helps determine where the analyst should focus. Moreover, we let the analyst
choose the level of details he desires, while providing him with a measure of the information lost
by the aggregation. This technique follows Shneiderman methodology by proposing interaction
to zoom, filter, and get details. We propose an implementation of this technique in a software
of our own design.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 evokes related work in trace visualization do-
mains, from traditional visualization techniques to representations that use aggregation mecha-
nisms to improve their scalability. In this state of the art, we detail why we consider that existing
solutions are not satisfying. In Section 3, we describe our work in two parts: we first explain
how we build our trace aggregation from a theoretical point of view, and then how we represent
it and interact with it. Section 4 presents Ocelotl, which is the tool we have designed and that
implements our overview technique (see Figure 1 for an example). Section 5 presents several
RR n° 8524
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experiments that demonstrate the relevance of our technique: using scenarios from mainstream
multimedia player to parallel applications. Section 6 concludes and describes our future works.
2 Related Work
2.1 Traditional Approaches
Statistics are used as an overview approach in several tools. For instance, PerfExplorer [6] pro-
poses 2D graphs, area charts and scatter plots to compare execution speed-up, function duration
distribution or to help in finding correlations between variables of the application. Improving
upon the same ideas, 3D techniques found in ParaProf [7] enable to correlate even more vari-
ables. Bar charts, found in Paragraph [8] or Paradyn [9], are typically used to show metrics
like the number of messages between processes, or their memory utilization. Pie charts, present
in Pajé [3], represent, for instance, the proportion of various state processes. The time axis is
not represented in such statistics, although this dimension is often needed to understand behav-
ior evolution over time. That is why many analysis tools, such as KPTrace [1], LTTng Eclipse
Viewer [4], Vampir [10] or Pajé [3] include Gantt Chart [11] views that show causality rela-
tions. States, variables, or communications are associated with hierarchically organized entities
and shown over time. Common analysis techniques also include structural representations, such
as Vampir’s communication matrices [10], function call graphs found in Paragraph [8] and Ex-
TraVis [12] or even resource hierarchy and application topology as in Viva [2]. The Vampir
timeline [10] shows an overview over time by using a pixel-guided visualization, where the pixel
color represents the state which is the most common one during the time interval related to the
pixel position. Paraver [13] [14] also features a Gantt chart with an overview level generated
thanks to some rendering algorithm.
2.2 Information-based Aggregation
Another feature of Vampir [10] is its task profile, which clusters most similar processes, according
to some distance metric, and shows the mean of their state distribution. However, time dimension
and thus causality relation are lost, and this technique is mainly aimed at a profiling usage.
Viva [2] implements a treemap view that uses a multidimensional aggregation both in space and
time. Hierarchy of resources can be manually collapsed or expanded, while time aggregation is
done by choosing a time slice where is applied a configurable operator such as sum or mean.
Finally, the states distributions over hierarchical elements are depicted in the treemap by using
colored rectangles whose size is related to state proportion. Jumpshot [15] provides a high-level
abstraction of the trace over time thanks to SLOG-2 trace format. This technique enables to
deal with large traces without loading all the events and to fit all the timeline within the screen
size.
2.3 Shortcomings and Discussion
We discuss about the limits of the existing tools and justify our proposal. Traditional tools
using statistics neither represent time nor application structure. If they can provide an overview,
the lack of these dimensions does not enable the analyst to easily make the link with other
representations that involve time or structure. Structural representations also lack the time
dimension. Whereas it is sometimes represented with color gradients, like in ExTraVis [12], this
information remains difficult to interpret. We insist on time dimension because we consider that
an application behavior is characterized by its evolution over time. In particular, problems such
Inria
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as performance bottlenecks or deadlocks due to some race condition, are strongly related to time.
To detect these problems, we have to determine when they might happen. Then only, we can
look for a possible cause.
Traditional Gantt Chart views can represent causality relations but they are not suited to
a large number of events. A zoom-out often gives a visual clutter where objects placement is
done by the graphic rendering pipeline, without any control on the parts of the trace hidden by
possible overdrawing. Conversely, a zoom-in causes a context loss and forces the user to scroll
and pan in the detailed trace to select right time bounds and hierarchy elements. Solutions
that provide visual-based aggregation are not satisfying: their designers use the fact that events
with a small size should be aggregated. This relies on the assumption that small sized events
are less important than longer ones, which is not always true. Thus, this aggregation reduces
visual clutter at the expense of uncontrolled information loss related to these small events. The
same problem also appears with filtering techniques, as in Paraver [13], which reduce noise, but
also uniformly remove much information. In techniques that use information aggregation like in
Jumpshot [15], we are still limited by hierarchy size, which is entirely represented.
To summarize, we consider that the lack of scalability present in existing time representations
is responsible for the lack of entry point in the analysis. Usual tools cannot be used in Shneider-
man’s methodology [5], and it is consequently difficult to understand application behavior from
their trace visualization. We claim that this entry point should be clear, simple to understand,
reliable and should let the user know how the complexity has been reduced and how much in-
formation has been lost. At last, this representation should be meaningful and should guide the
analyst to a more precise evaluation of the application behavior.
We solve these issues with an innovative solution that provides a macroscopic description of a
trace. It is constituted by a simple time line, which does not represent all the resources associated
to events but exploit them to build a simpler visualization, showing which are the different
successive macroscopic behaviors that appear during the application execution. These time areas
are associated with simple colored rectangles. We fit with Shneiderman’s methodology [5] by
proposing interaction, zooming, and filtering, but also the tuning of a parameter that controls the
compromise between complexity and information loss. Finally, we combine this representation
with a Gantt chart, dedicated to the last steps of the analysis.
3 Macroscopic description of a trace
The visualization technique we propose is based on an aggregation algorithm, designed by
Lamarche-Perrin & al. [16]. Its originality is that it is configurable, according to the infor-
mation quantity the analyst accepts to lose during the aggregation process. Visualization can
thus bring different levels of details: as the information loss grows, the representation becomes
simpler and the number of elements rendered on screen decreases. The objective is thus to find a
compromise between representation clarity and information loss by letting the analyst choose the
configuration that helps him to understand the application behavior. This decision is dynamic
and the level of details is adjusted interactively.
We bring two mains contribution: first, we extend and thus generalize Lamarche-Perrin & al.
works, from monodimensional to multidimensional systems, in order to comply with application
trace analysis. Secondly, we present an associated visualization technique that enables us to
apply the Shneiderman’s analysis methodology.
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Figure 4: Information loss, when calculating the average, is higher for the left set because its
values are more sparse.
3.1 Reducing Trace Complexity with Time Aggregation
3.1.1 Reducing Complexity of Multi-Agent Systems
Lamarche-Perrin & al. works [16] are focused on a way to represent a monodimensional multi-
agent system by generating an abstraction to reduce its analysis complexity. The authors propose
to partition the system, which defines a microscopic description of this one. Abstraction of the
system is then built by aggregating these partitions. To bring semantic to this abstraction, but
also reduce the number of combinations the algorithm has to explore, the partition aggregation
is constrained, and only aggregates that are meaningful are allowed. For instance, parts might
be ordered (in time), or included in a hierarchy (relating to resources), and only contiguous or
sibling ones can be aggregated.
For each possible aggregation, we consider two metrics: information loss and complexity
reduction. Figure 4 shows how information loss behaves: although the result of an aggregation
that averages values is the same for both data sets, the standard deviation is higher for the left
set, because its values are more sparse. Consequently, the aggregated value is closer to values in
the set on the left than to values in the set on the right. Thus, when performing the aggregation,
the information loss is higher for the left set. Figure 5 is an example of complexity reduction:
a system comprising five values is first separated into two groups, each one gathering values
close to each other. Then we aggregate each of the groups by using the mean. The new system
is consequently composed by only two elements instead of five, decreasing its complexity. An
additional aggregation makes the system complexity become minimal. Complexity reduction is
thus the information we save by representing an aggregate instead of all its elements separately.
The idea is to keep the representation that holds a good compromise between information loss
and complexity gain.
Lamarche-Perrin & al. [16] propose several algorithms that meet these characteristics, adapted
to different types of systems [17]. To aggregate along time dimension, they constrain the system
by allowing only consecutive parts aggregation. This way, the associated aggregation algorithm
only has a o(n2) complexity, where n is the part count.
3.1.2 Characterization of the aggregation process
We propose to reuse these works by adapting them to trace analysis. What differs in our case
is that our trace contains several dimensions, while the original work was only able to represent
a monodimensional system, such as entities ordered in time. So, we define a microscopic model
adapted to trace contents, and extend the aggregation algorithm to work with several dimensions.
Here, we describe our formalism associated to the aggregation process. We define our trace
as an hypermatrix SH of rank d ≥ 2. Its size is the product of its size in each dimension
Inria
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Figure 5: Complexity reduction by aggregating using the average operator.
ndim =
∏d−1
i=0 ndimi . We divide these dimensions into two categories. The space is the one that
gathers the set of hardware or software resources that produce the events in the trace. Space
is deduced from the hypermatrix by removing its time dimension, its size is m =
∏d−2
i=0 ndimi .
The time dimension is related to the dates at which events are produced. This is the (d − 1)th
dimension of our matrix, its size is nt = ndimd−1 . We can simplify the space representation by
projecting it to a single dimension and thus reduce the hypermatrix SH by flattening it as a
simple matrix S. Doing this might be necessary for visual rendering (for instance in a Gantt
chart) but might imply the loss of contiguity for some elements. The ordered set of time values
is noted ~t = (t0; t1; . . . ; tnt−1). The set of space values, using an arbitrary order compliant with
the hierarchical organization of the resources, is noted ~s = (s0; s1; . . . ; sm−1). We define an event
e as an abstract object produced by a resource at a particular timestamp. Our matrix contains
ne events among its elements such that ne ≤ ndim (they all can be represented by our matrix)..
Each event e is characterized by the couple (sj , tk) included in the cardinal product of ~s by
~t which is its coordinates in the matrix: sj is the spatial element, that is the resource which
produces the event, while tk is its timestamp.
Our objective is first to propose a matrix dimension reduction R such that R(Sm,nt) = Sµm,n.
R reduces the size in the time dimension from nt to n but let the space dimension is invariant. The
resulting matrix, which corresponds to what we call a microscopic description, is constituted by n
parts ~p0, . . . , ~pn−1 of dimension d−2. To compute the values in these parts, we first cut the trace
in fixed time intervals such that ∆tµ =
tnt−1−t0
n , we obtain ~tµ = (0; ∆tµ; . . . ; (n − 1) × ∆tµ).
Values of ~pi are computed for each space value from raw trace events by using a timeslicing
algorithm TS, what gives ~pi[sj ] = TS(S[sj ], ~tµ[i]).
The final step is to reduce the matrix again by an aggregation A such that SMm,nag = A(Sµm,n)
with nag ≤ n. This operation is computed by the Best-Cut Partition algorithm. Aggregation A
involves several aggregates: ~A0, . . . , ~Anag . An aggregate Ai is defined by Ai =
∑ai+sizei−1
j=ai
~pj .
Two aggregates ~Ai and ~Aj produced by a same aggregation A cannot involve a same part ~p.
Moreover, all partitions are involved in the aggregation, even if they are not aggregated with other
partitions. Finally, it is important to notice that only consecutive partitions can be aggregated
in an aggregate Ai, to maintain a proper time ordering. All of this means that a0 = 0 (the first
aggregate starts at timeslice 0) ,
∑nag
j=0 sizej = n (all the partitions are part of an aggregate) and
ai+1 = ai + sizei (aggregates are made of consecutive partitions, without overlapping).
3.1.3 Description of trace contents
Our trace spatial dimension involves a hierarchy H, constituted by the entities that produce
the events. They may be software (functions, thread, processes) or hardware (core, machine,
cluster, geographic site) entities. The events they produce are timestamped, and, using Pajé
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terminology [18], may be punctual events (synchronization lock, flag, for example), variables (a
counter, a semaphore value), states (a process is running, idle, waiting) or links (a communication
between two entities). In our work, we only focus on the states, even if the principle remains
the same for other types of events. States are represented by a start and an end timestamp, i.e.,
~state = (estart, eend). We claim that trace behavior is characterized by its state distribution in
time: an homogeneous or regular behavior over time matches an uniform distribution in time and,
on the contrary, a variation in the behavior translates into a locally non uniform distribution.
What makes the analysis particularly difficult when looking at the raw trace, are the multiple
event sources that may have different behavior. Nevertheless, if we can understand the behavior
of each of them separately, the whole system behavior, as the sum of the behavior of all its
entities, is almost impossible to perceive because of its complexity.
3.1.4 Provide a microscopic description by timeslicing
The timeslicing algorithm TS that builds the microscopic description consists in aggregating the
values of states associated with a timeslice of size ∆tµ by doing a sum operation. We formalize
the calculus:
Sµ[sj ][tk] = TS(S[sj ], tk)
=
nstate−1∑
i=0
(min(state[sj ][i]end, (tk + 1) ·∆tµ)
−max(state[sj ][i]start, tk ·∆tµ)) (1)
Where the state matrix is derived from the events in the trace matrix S.
3.1.5 Extend the best-cut partition algorithm
The original time aggregation algorithm is described by Lamarche-Perrin & al. [16]. Because it
is only suited to a scalar analysis, we explain our version, adapted to vectors. Our modifications
relate to quality measures, described here. First, we have to define all the possible aggregate of
our system Sµ. For n partitions ~pi, we get
∑n
i=1 i possible aggregates:
An,n =

A0...(n−1)
A0...(n−2) A1...(n−1)
...
... · · ·
A01 A12 · · ·
A0 A1 · · · An−1
 (2)
Each aggregate A is characterized by its value, ~v, a vector with m dimensions:
Vn,n =

∑n−1
i=0 ~vi∑n−2
i=0 ~vi
∑n−1
i=1 ~vi
...
... · · ·
~v0 + ~v1 ~v1 + ~v2 · · ·
~v0 ~v1 · · · ~vn−1
 (3)
We associate two measures of quality to each of these aggregates:
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• the information quantity that is lost when we aggregate some elements e in A. This
metric is computed from the Kullback-Leibler divergence formula [19]:
loss(A) =
m∑
i=0
(∑
e∈A
~v(e)[i]× log2
(
~v(e)[i]
~v(A)[i]
× |A|
))
(4)
where ~v(e) is the value of the element and ~v(A) the sum of aggregated element values.
• the complexity reduction that is the quantity of information we save when we represent
an aggregate A instead of the aggregated elements. This formula is calculated from Shannon
Entropy [20]:
gain(A) =
m∑
i=0
(~v(A)[i] log2 ~v(A)[i]
−
∑
e∈A
(~v(e)[i] log2 ~v(e)[i])) (5)
The following part of algorithm is now the same as in the original algorithm [16]. With
the knowledge of quality measures of aggregates, we are able to determine what is the best
aggregation A according to a compromise between information loss and complexity reduction
configurable by the user. For that, we compute a parametrized Information Criterion:
pIC(Ai) = p× gain(Ai)− (1− p)× loss(Ai) (6)
associated with an aggregate Ai. An optimal aggregation Aopt is chosen such that
pIC(Ak) =
∑
i∈k
pIC(Ai) (7)
and
pIC(Aopt) = max (pIC(A0), . . . ,pIC(Ak), . . . ,pIC(AnA)) (8)
The analyst influences the aggregation by providing p, which we name aggregation parameter,
and which value determines the ratio between loss and gain. Indeed, when p = 0, we totally
ignore the gain value and only loss is considered. That leads in a representation exactly identical
to the microscopic description, i.e., partitions P are completely disaggregated. On the contrary,
when p = 1, we ignore the loss and consider only the gain, what provokes a full aggregation
of the partition. An intermediate value of p gives a partially aggregated representation, where
result depends on part values. Figure 6 describes the aggregation process depending on the p
value. We start with a microscopic description (1), and then, make p progressively grows. For
each successive configuration, the partition is more aggregated, but, at the same time, more in-
formation is lost. This leads to a complexity reduction, from 5 aggregates (2), where information
loss is minimal, to only one (6), where information loss is maximal. The objective is thus to find
which one is the most meaningful in regard to the behavior we want to describe.
3.2 Applying Shneiderman’s Methodology
We explain now how we use the macroscopic description to fit with the Shneiderman methodol-
ogy [5]. In particular, we describe our aggregated visualization as an overview which serves as
an entry point to the analysis. We go further with interaction mechanisms that correspond to
the mantra part “zoom and filter”, and “get more details on demand”.
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Figure 6: An example of influence of the aggregation parameter p on the aggregation result.
3.2.1 Visual Representation
The macroscopic description we obtain has a reduced complexity, but space dimension is totally
preserved. According to space complexity, it can be very difficult to represent the whole set
of variables on a visualization without creating visual clutter. That is why we represent only
the aggregated intervals, without their contents. The representation is a simple time line, and
we associate aggregates to colored rectangles in which width is the duration. Each consecutive
rectangle has a different color. The worst case complexity is n rectangles, where n is chosen small
enough, less than 1000 elements, to be able to represent all the timeslices on a single computer
screen. To summarize the meaning of our representation: we cut the trace in parts, and each part
is considered to have a homogeneous behavior. This homogeneity is determined by the combined
behavior of all the resources. In other words, all the resources have to behave in a homogeneous
way to enable an aggregation of the whole time part.
3.2.2 How to Tune Parameter p
Important elements of our representation are the two characteristic curves of information loss and
complexity reduction. By using a search by bisection we identify the set of relevant parameters
pi such that A(pi) 6= A(pi+1). In other words, each distinct parameter pi provides a different
aggregation. Our interface also outlines both metric values associated to each aggregation pa-
rameter pi. The quality curves might guide the user in choosing a value for p that gives the most
interesting aggregation. When the user clicks on the curves, the parameter p related to their
values is automatically provided and the aggregation associated is represented on the screen.
Thus, the user focus on curve behavior instead of value of p, which does not provide enough
information to determine which aggregations are significant. Typical curve behavior that can
help to find relevant aggregations are discontinuities. Complexity variation amplitude is related
to the number of additional aggregates between two aggregations, while information variation
amplitude translates into the quantity of information the additional aggregates will loose. This
last information helps to figure out if new aggregates represent a homogeneous behavior of not
(if their associated values are really far from the other aggregates or not).
3.2.3 Completing the Analysis
We propose a second aggregation, related to the spatial dimension, which can help the user to
get more information. After the temporal aggregation, for each aggregate, we represent state
proportion in the whole entities set by summing values for each state type. We thus obtain a
kind of area chart, giving us two metrics: we still distinguish homogeneous parts, but we can also
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see the states distribution. We aggregate all states that have too few occurrences to be correctly
represented. Still, one can know the content of this aggregate by moving over it with the mouse.
This shows a tool tip that lists states names included.
We also propose features corresponding to Shneiderman’s approach. Zoom in/out mechanism
enables to focus on particular time interval of the trace. User can then recompute aggregations
for this trace part until the refinement is precise enough. Filter features helps to remove some
events or resources and reduce noise. Finally, the analyst may use a Gantt Chart limited to the
time and space bounds where he knows that the potentially problematic behavior is located.
4 Framework: Ocelotl tool
We have implemented our aggregation-based visualization and the different features (zoom, fil-
tering, interaction) in Ocelotl (Figure 1), a tool we have designed. It is written in Java, and
generate graphics thanks to Draw2D library. Ocelotl is constituted by a core, which does compu-
tations, and a graphical interface, which provides parameter tuning, interaction and visualization.
Ocelotl takes advantage of the FrameSoC framework [21], an Eclipse framework that provides
traces and tools for traces management. In particular, FrameSoC enables to store traces in a
relational-database and proposes an interface to DBMS. Our core is interfaced with FrameSoC,
but also with an external native library, LPAggreg, which we have written in C++ for perfor-
mance reasons, and that implements the time aggregation process (from quality computation to
aggregate determination). A specificity of Ocelotl design is the concept of aggregation operator
modules. These modules are of two types, a first one in charge of generating the microscopic
model from the raw trace by performing queries to FrameSoC and applying the TimeSlicing
algorithm on retrieved events. The possibility to add new aggregation modules enable users
to extend the TimeSlicing algorithm to other event types (variables, communications, punctual
events), to other slice metrics, or to filter some dimensions out before creating the microscopic
model. This includes the adaptation to a trace format semantic. A second type of modules is
responsible of the representation of additional information, like state proportions computed dur-
ing spatial aggregation. The Ocelotl graphical interface mainly includes widgets for parameter
tuning, timeline and curve visualization.
5 Application Analysis
In this section, we analyze two different use cases with Ocelotl. First, a multimedia player
execution based on GStreamer, as a typical example of real-time application, where the problem
is characterized by a rupture in the video stream. Secondly, the Lower-Upper Gauss-Seidel solver
(LU) of the NAS parallel benchmark, as an example of MPI application doing computation in
successive steps.
5.1 GStreamer Application
5.1.1 Settings
This first use case is based on the trace of a GStreamer player execution, in which it plays a MP4
video. We target an application with real time constraints, where a missed deadline provokes
a perturbation visible by the user. We trace the execution thanks to the GST_DEBUG feature,
which prints different timestamped messages on the terminal and, thus, gives information about
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Figure 7: FrameSoC Gantt chart screenshot, showing unreadable representation when we try to
analyze GStreamer perturbed trace case B
what is happening. We record several executions of three different videos. A, C, and E1 are
reference cases, i.e., an execution of the player without any perturbation. B and D are obtained
by perturbing the execution thanks to the stress program, which introduces a CPU load that
lasts one second, triggered during the video decoding, and that slightly freezes the video. We
use a laptop with a 4 cores Intel Core i7-2760QM clocked at 2.4 GHz and 8 GB of DDRAM for
these experiments. The tracing results and analysis times using Ocelotl with 50 timeslices are
summarized in the Table 1. We first tried to open the use cases with the Gantt chart provided
by FrameSoC (Figure 7). The visualization was unreadable for A and B, and program crashed
for C and D because of their large event number.
Table 1: G-Streamer application execution contexts
Use case A B C D E
Settings reference stress @ 15 s reference stress @ 60 s reference
Video dura-
tion
34 s 34 s 314 s 314 s 625 s
Event number 750045 749876 8290576 8302874 14496945
Resources 1581 1581 1528 1593 1592
Trace size 116.1 MB 117 MB 1.3 GB 1.3 GB 2.3 GB
DB query
time
12098ms 12034ms 117839ms 122063ms 213680ms
Microscopic
description
1526ms 1468ms 12488 ms 13538ms 21765ms
Quality com-
putation
2300ms 2350ms 1528ms 1712ms 1697ms
p list compu-
tation
1ms 92ms 1ms 1ms 1ms
5.1.2 Part analysis
We detail how we analyze case D, which is perturbed after 60 s. The objective is to progressively
disaggregate the trace and see if a perturbation is detected during the process. To do that, we
use both information curves presented in Figure 9. They are made of four stages determined
1Only mentioned to give indications about Ocelotl performances. Indeed, video was continuously perturbed
by tracing, more intrusive in case of long videos.
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a) p = 1.0 The trace is completely aggregated
b) p = 0.7 Initialization and termination phases appear
c) p = 0.5 The perturbation is detected at around 60 s
d) p = 0.0 The trace is entirely disaggregated
0s 100s 200s 300s
Figure 8: Ocelotl time line screenshots for the GStreamer perturbed case D, highlighting 4
aggregation steps.
by three significant gaps. Each of these stages, corresponding to several aggregations, enables
to understand the trace by associating an abstraction level to it. A level will bring a particular
type of information to the user. For instance, first abstraction level provides the least complex
representation, depicted in Figure 8a, in which the trace is made uniform by the aggregation.
The second abstraction level (I-T) matches a few aggregates characterized by a strongly different
behavior. Here, we separate initialization and termination phases from the rest of the execution
(Figure 8b). Stage P corresponds to an abstraction level where the new aggregates that appear
are closer. Here, we see the perturbation provoked by the CPU stress at 60 seconds (Figure 8c),
which was not very aggressive. Finally, last stage contains all the information, the trace is
completely disaggregated (Figure 8d).
5.1.3 Traces comparison using state proportions
Now, we compare the perturbed case B with the reference case A by using the state proportions
representation. Figure 10 shows that trace behaviors are the same, except during the stress when
the DEBUG level state proportion is larger.
5.1.4 More details using a zoom in and a Gantt chart
We repeat now the same analysis on case B, by zooming in the perturbation (Figure 11). Frame-
SoC enables to switch automatically to the Gantt chart, by using the bounds chosen with Ocelotl.
Thanks to this feature, we notice the corresponding events, showing that we are blocked in the
function gst_clock_id_wait, because the CPU load has preempted the execution at this time.
Finally, this enables to conclude that Ocelotl helped us to analyze these perturbed cases and find
which functions were concerned, while it was not possible to do it directly with a Gantt chart.
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Figure 9: Information (red) and complexity (green) curves related to the perturbed case. We
can see 4 main stages.
a) Reference case (p = 0.44)
b) Perturbed case (p = 0.28)
0s 10s 20s 30s
Figure 10: Ocelotl time line screenshot of a GStreamer execution: a) reference A, b) perturbed
case B, with states proportions (yellow: DEBUG, grey: LOG, blue: TRACE, black and dashes:
aggregation of small states). Behavior are close, excepted during the perturbation
5.2 NAS Parallel Benchmark
5.2.1 Setting
The NAS Parallel Benchmark (NPB) [22] is a well-known benchmark in the high performance
computing area. From the set of available applications, we have selected the class A of the
Lower-Upper Gauss-Seidel factorization. As our execution platform, we have used two different
sites of Grid’50002, Lille and Grenoble, with various configurations3 (please refer to Table 2 for
details).
5.2.2 Comparison with the Vampir timeline
The Vampir [10] timeline is quite representative of classic overview techniques, guided by pixels
to render proportion of states. Figure 12 shows three distinct renderings of the same case A
2https://www.grid5000.fr/mediawiki/index.php/Special:G5KHardware
3We do not present case D analysis, because its behavior is similar to case C, but mention it to give indications
about Ocelot performance for a 40 million event trace.
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10s 14s12s 16s 18s
Figure 11: Switch to the Gantt representation after having focused on the perturbation using
Ocelotl. By zooming in this area, we discover that the gst_clock_id_wait function stays
blocked, because GStreamer lost the access to CPU at this time.
Table 2: NAS LU.A application execution contexts
Use case A B C D
Cores 16 160 152 320
Site Lille Lille Grenoble Grenoble
Clusters (nodes) chinqchint(2) chinqchint(19),
chirloute(1)
adonis(6), edel(11),
genepi(2)
adonis(1), edel(7),
genepi(32)
Event number
(MPI only)
1531053 18754155 17669778 38528625
Trace size 427.8 MB 2.7 GB 2.6 GB 5.4 GB
DB query time
(MPI only)
111085ms 959922ms 908796ms 1989554ms
Microscopic de-
scription
3028ms 36153ms 34762ms 74997ms
Quality computa-
tion
38ms 295ms 321ms 581ms
p list computation 2ms 1ms 1ms 1ms
using different resolutions, then resized for the sake of comparison. We notice visible differences
between these representations: the visualization depends on the available pixels and only most
active states are represented while the others are ignored. When we change the resolution, states
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Figure 12: Case A represented with the Vampir Timeline. We have used three different resolu-
tions by resizing the Timeline window (from top to bottom: highest resolution to lowest) and
stretched them to the same width to compare their rendering. As the aggregation is guided by
pixels, we notice that some information completely disappears when we change the resolution,
which corresponds to a coherence loss.
are aggregated differently and some of them completely disappear. The phenomenon is exactly
the same with the Vampir Gantt chart, not presented here. Conversely, when using Ocelotl
(Figure 13), the user manages by himself the quantity of information that can be represented
in the visualization by choosing the time slices number and p. It is more reliable than Vampir
timeline, because we represent information loss quantity and because it is insensitive to the
number of pixels (which changes when resizing, for instance). Regarding the states too small to
be shown, we use dashes to indicate that some information is hidden. But the main interest of
this technique is that the partitions match resources behavior, whereas this information is not
considered in Vampir aggregation.
Table 3: Grid 5000 cluster hardware information
Cluster chirloute ChinqChint adonis edel genepi
Model Dell PowerEdge
C6100
SGI Altix Xe
310
Bullx R422-E2 Bullx Blade
B500
Bull R422-E1
CPU Intel Xeon
E5620
Intel Xeon
E5440 QC
Intel Xeon E5520 Intel Xeon
E5420 QC
Memory 8 GB 24 GB 8GB
Network GB Ethernet Myri-10G InfiniBand 40G InfiniBand 20G
Storage 300 GB / SATA 250 GB / SATA 250 GB / SATA 64 GB / SATA 160 GB / SATA
5.2.3 Analysis of two executions
The figure 14 shows several screenshots of case B (Lille) and C (Grenoble) with 160 and 152
processes respectively. As the number of cores used in both cases is close, we want to compare the
execution sequences. We choose three levels of abstraction to emphasize the various information
Ocelotl can bring to the user. First (on the left), we represent states proportions on all the trace.
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Figure 13: Case A represented with Ocelotl. Ocelotl maintains coherence and does not loose
important information when the level of details decrease (from top to bottom). Black dashes
indicates the presence of states that are too small to be shown
We discover that the execution time was shorter for Grenoble (5.5 s compared to 10.7 for Lille).
Moreover the MPI_init:MPI_* ratio is higher in case C, but we are not yet able to compare the
time spent in the MPI_init state using our tool. The second level (in the middle) separates
computation phases from the initialization. Surprisingly, the initialization lasts two times more
for Grenoble despite its better performance. However, we notice that the computation lasts only
2 s, compared to 9 s for Lille. In particular, the MPI_Recv state proportion is higher for Lille. In
the third level of abstraction (on the right) details about computation phases appear. We see that
the sequence is noticeably different in the two cases: MPI_Recv keeps a high proportion during
the whole computation for Lille, while it decreases in Grenoble after 4 s. We guess that this
matches a bottleneck in communications since MPI_Wait stays always active for Lille, which is
not the case in Grenoble. Regarding hardware configuration of both platforms, we guess that the
better performance of computation phases in Grenoble are related to InfiniBand cards used for
communications, while Lille has only Miry-10G inside ChinqChint cluster and Gigabit Ethernet
between its both clusters. Network may also influence the initialization behavior.
6 Conclusion
We have designed a time overview technique that provides an entry point to trace analysis.
It is based on an aggregation technique [16], which provides the analyst with a macroscopic
description of the trace and the ability to control and measure the information quantity lost by
this aggregation. Our first contribution is the generalization of the original work [16] by extending
the algorithm to multi-resources systems and redefining the microscopic model provided in input.
Our second contribution is the visualization, and the associated interaction, implemented in the
Oceltol tool.
Although our technique is able to represent efficiently an overview of the time dimension, we
must admit that it has several limitations. First, time aggregation algorithm complexity depends
on resource and time slice number. We estimate empirically to 10000 the limit of resource number
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A) Full aggregation
Grenoble p = 1.0
Lille p = 1.0
0s 2s 4s 6s 8s 10s
B)Initialization/computation
Grenoble p = 0.77
Lille p = 0.87
0s 2s 4s 6s 8s 10s
C) More details
Grenoble p = 0.25
Lille p = 0.21
0s 2s 4s 6s 8s 10s
Figure 14: Time-aggregated states of the NPB’s LU.A benchmark executions on Grenoble (case
C) and on Lille (case B) sites. We show three abstraction levels, which enable to make both
qualitative and quantitative comparisons about A) proportion of MPI_init state (yellow), B)
timestamp of computation start, C) behavior of computation phases (MPI_Recv state in blue,
MPI_Wait in red and MPI_Send in green)
we can work with, by using 1000 time slices. However, we could aggregate some resources prior
to the analysis to reduce this number. Secondly, our technique seems more useful to analyze
applications that have a periodic behavior or behavior organized as a sequence of phases. If
the behavior is too chaotic, it might be difficult to find a good compromise between full and no
aggregation.
Nevertheless, we present two use cases that highlight the efficiency of this technique to syn-
thesize trace behavior from realistic applications executions. We easily observe a perturbation
in a real-time multimedia application that is not visible by using a Gantt Chart. The zoom
and interaction features in Ocelotl give the keys to quickly find the functions impacted by the
perturbation. Our visualization is also adapted to parallel applications, as the NAS benchmark
use-case shows: we can compare several executions and detect the influence of the platform on
the application behavior. Regarding the performance, after a preprocess that lasts less than 5
minutes, our implementation is able to provide instantaneous aggregation level changes when an-
alyzing a GStreamer trace with almost 15 million events (2.5GB). We also succeed in analyzing
a NAS Benchmark trace with 40 million event (5GB), but the preprocess lasts 34 minutes.
We also think that the information contained into the space dimensions should not be limited
to state proportions: our future work is focused on the extension of the time-aggregation tech-
nique to provide combined space and time aggregations, using the same principle of information
and complexity measurement to get the best representation.
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